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Digital platforms for virtual work: 
terminology

● Crowdsourcing:  “the blend of bottom-up, open, creative process with top-down 
organizational goals” (Daren Brabham, 2008)

–
For profit crowd sourcing with exploitation of crowdsourcers: digital sweatshop & 
digital labour (Trevor Scholz, Christian Fuchs), turkers // sharing economy, gift 
economy

–
Non profit crowdsourcing for the common good (Ellen Holley), close to e-
volunteering (GalaxyZoo, GLAM Wikipedia for digitisation)

● Online creation community (Fuster Morell): “collective action performed by a loosely 
integrated network of peopleMayo  that, cooperate, communicate and interact, mainly 
via the Internet, with the common goal of knowledge-making, and engaged in 
alternative forms of knowledge management”

● CBPP (Yochai Benkler): “model of socio-economic production in which the labor of 
large numbers of people is coordinated (usually with the aid of the Internet) mostly 
without traditional hierarchical organization, often without financial direct remuneration”



  

Scope definition: peer production of 
digital information

● Peers distributing or producing information on a digital platform in all kinds 
of organisation process

– Distributed production: p2p, User Generated production

– Centralised production: model of the firm (top-down)
● User Generated Content can be

– Very creative (mash-up on YouTube)

– Non original or non substantial (RT, search, citizen science report, GLAM scan 
cleaning)

– Not creative (wifi, storage – User Generated Service)
● User Generated Content can produce value

– For the platform owner or shareholder (exclusive terms of use)

– For the authors/contributors (non exclusive terms of use)

– For the society/the commons (copyleft licensing)



  

Impact of the architectures of 
these peer production platforms

– On governance of the production means, 
process and output

– On power relations, exclusion and alienation
– On ownership, autonomy and control
– On reuse and further (re)appropriation
– On the production of value
– On value sharing
– On the law



  

Untangle architectures

● Centralised architectures
– With hierarchical decision-process
– With centrally-controlled servers

● Decentralised, distributed, p2p architectures
– Without intermediary or hierarchy
– No central or centrally-controlled server

● Link between technical and social architecture?
● Open participation
● Open access
● Value sharing?



  

Peer-production online communities

A typology based on the platforms' level 
of (de)centralisation
1. The impact

–on autonomy and exclusion
–on the commons and on private 

appropriation of the digital labour
2. The responsibility of distributed peer-
production online communities



  

Architecture models

1. Centralised architecture + centralised governance
– Flickr, Facebook, YouTube

2.  Centralised architecture + decentralised governance
– Wikipedia

3. Decentralised architecture + decentralised governance
– Kune, Diaspora, Faroo?

4. Decentralized architecture + centralized governance
– Skype, Wuala 1.0?



  

Dulong de Rosnay, M. (2013), Peer-production online communities infrastructures. ACM 
Proceedings of the First Conference on Internet Science, Brussels, Belgium, 10-11 April.



  

Flickr

● Complete excludability of the user by the 
platform

● Arbitrary censorship (see also Facebook)
● No involvement of the community to the 

platform design or definition of the governance 
rules

● Peer production, but not commons-based



  

Wikipedia

● Excludability and censorship for the individual 
contributor

● Under the “consensus” and rules defined by the 
community

– Power of the editors
– Re-introduction of centrality in governance

● No excludability from the collective contribution
– Copyleft licencing ensures peer-production to 

remain in the commons



  

Kune

Free distributed web platform for collaborative work
– Edition of documents
– Production and management of content between 

peers
– No central point of control

● No excludability, so no censorship
– On the server you want

● No interoperability problems
– No possible appropriation of User Generated Content



  

Faroo p2p search engine

● Privacy protection through query and results encryption.
● Censor resistance through distributed, redundant index.
● No search logs, by architecture, not only by policy
● Democratic, attention based ranking search
● Alternative to information monopoly

● No accessibility nor appropriation of results?
● Not sure

– no ToU, not open source, closed business model



  

Wuala 1.0 p2p storage, Skype?

● Peers 
– provide the storage
– become a node
– create the information

● Service provider is a centralised entity
– Control by a company
– Features for a fee
– Blackbox on data security

● Excludability: ToU not so favorable to end-user



  

Effects of centralisation
on authors & users of UGC

● Facilitates both cooperation and exclusion 
(Wikipedia)

● Potential limitations on
– Freedom of expression (centralised take-

down, neutral PoV)
– Consumer rights, access to knowledge and 

reusability (if exclusive ToU)
● combined impact of architecture level of 

centrality and copyright governance 



  

The effect of platform centralisation 
on digital labour

“The first form of alienation refers to the product of the worker’s own work and the inability 
to use the product of this own work for his or her living.
The second form of alienation refers to the inability to organise the process of work, which 
lies exclusively in the hands of the capitalist who owns the means of production.”
Andreas Wittel, Digital Marx: Toward a Political Economy of Distributed Media, tripleC 
10(2), 313-333, 2012.  (p. 322)

●
Combined effect if both platform ownership & governance decisions are centralized

●
Free labour is exploited by capital

●
Sure for some UGC such as Facebook

●
Not in the case of purely distributed cases or need for more granular distinctions?



  

De Filippi, Dulong de Rosnay, Musiani
Peer-production online communities, distributed architectures and governance by design

Fourth Annual Transforming Audiences Conference
University of Westminster, London, 2-3 September 2013



  

Distributed platforms & the law

Distributed platforms architectures seem more 
protective of user's rights:

– Privacy
– Empowerment and user control
– Access to knowledge, cultural commons and 

remix culture



  

Control on the production through 
open licensing

● Excludability correlated with control centralisation
● Control against exclusion by open licensing
● A governance choice
● A way to reintroduce (decentralised) control on output 

in (de)centralised architectures
● Protection of contributors' and users' rights to reuse 

the UGC
– Appropriators & producers vs providers (Elinor Ostrom)



  

Decentralisation and users' control

● P2P architecture used by platforms for privacy purposes
– Commotion encrypted p2p wifi network
– Diaspora, Friends of Wikileaks distributed social networks
– Faroo search engine, Tor anonymity routing project

● No central control system
– Increases resilience against attacks
– Prevents surveillance & censorship



  

User Generated Service
p2p alternative internets

“In recent years, governments around the world have turned off 
the internet or restricted internet access in moments of political 
unrest and during large-scale protests.

But, what do you do if you are reporting on an event and can no 
longer communicate with others, send information back to 
editors, use twitter to follow live updates, or access googlemaps 
to navigate your way through city spaces?  

How do you transmit information when the internet is not 
accessible?”

Hong Kong Protests Propel FireChat Phone-to-Phone App
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/06/technology/hong-kong-protests-propel-a-phone-to-phone-app-.html?ref=business&_r=0

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/06/technology/hong-kong-protests-propel-a-phone-to-phone-app-.html?ref=business&_r=0


  

Community mesh networks:
a way to access the internet without 

ISPs or Wi-Fi
“Mesh networks are an especially resilient tool because there's no easy 
way for a government to shut them down.  They can't just block cell 
reception or a site address.  Mesh networks are like Voldemort after he 
split his soul into horcruxes (only not evil). 

Destroying one part won't kill it unless you destroy each point of 
access; someone would have to turn off Bluetooth on every phone 
using FireChat to completely break the connection.  This hard-to-break 
connection isn't super important for casual chats, but during tense 
political showdowns, it could be a lifeline."

 
http://www.npr.org/blogs/alltechconsidered/2014/09/29/352476454/how-hong-kong-protesters-are-connecting-without-cell-or-wi-fi-networks

http://www.npr.org/blogs/alltechconsidered/2014/09/29/352476454/how-hong-kong-protesters-are-connecting-without-cell-or-wi-fi-networks


  

Alternatives to...
● Governmental censorship in political unrest
● Expensive commercial ISPs in economic crisis
● Non profit CBPP connexion in social context

– Neighbourhood
– Festival
– Municipality

● Resilient connexion in emergency situation
● Support for alternative UGC

– Local content produced by the neighbours, no 
central editor, Waze style



  

How can the law deal with 
inaccurate UGC causing tort

The impact of anonymity on responsibility
– Data and process are fragmented
– Harder to al/locate responsibility on one 

agent
– Disclaimer of warranties in ToU and CC 

licenses
– Difficult to regulate... Cybercriminality?



  

p2p and the law
● Traditional application of law to p2p

– In order to regulate alternative networks
– Race between law & tech
– Chilling effect
– Shifting of litigation from UGC platform owner to UGC 

individual producer

● How about applying p2p to the law to try to transform it
● Apply architectural design principles based on decentralisation

– To influence legal thinking
– Towards the distribution of the law

(Dulong de Rosnay, Peer to peer law, Journal of Peer Production, 2015)



  

Legal (western, liberal) 
categorisation

● Rights and duties of the individually identifiable entity

– Platform
– Regime of limited responsibility for intermediaries

● Communities of user peers

– Non-stabilised, evolving, or non formalized groups 
– Local communities
– Online communities
– Theoretical break from envisioning the individual person as 

unique point of reference 
– Towards the recognition of collectives of users as subjects 

of rights



  

User Generated Technologies

● Disrupt the law
● Challenge liability, control, ownership and responsibility
● Actions and files are fragmented, only reconstituted for 

the first peer
● Local encryption
● Distributed between nodes hosted by peers
● Rather than directly attributable to individuals



  

Legal regulation of individuals

● Monitoring?
● Notice and take down?
● 3 strikes law for negligence

● Re-individualise liability (but IP changes)
● Outlaw User Generated Technology?



  

Distribution of the actors and the actions 
● Exploding the localised rights model
● where each object or right can be assigned to one actor
● law assign rights to individuals 
● distributed architectures operate with fragmentated data 
● share the process between actors which are neither localised not 

stabilised
● requires to rethink legal categories 
● action and content are not tangible units any longer
● but aggregating and evolving fragments
● Blurs the notion of responsible individual

– In solidum? Joint? Identification?
– If unaware and not essential nodes, diminish collective 

responsibility



  

A shared techno-legal responsibility?
Musiani 2013

● Crowdsourced infringement monitoring
● Distributed policing by the users

– Ostrom Institutional Design Principle #4
– User Generated Justice
– One-click removal
– Wikipedia PD
– Not for all offenses
– Risk of exclusion and discrimination



  

Precedents of law integrating the 
commons & collective responsibility

● Italian water & constitutionalisation of the commons

– epistemological transformation
– affecting the nature of the object of right
– but not the nature of the subject of rights (individuals 

should be granted access to commons)
– instead of granting rights on the collective object to 

individuals
– define rights and duties directly for collectives

● Collective responsibility to repair and take care



  

Commons-based property legal hacks: users- or 
collective-based?

● Bundle of rights as shared property
● Private ordering of a bundle of rights in copyright (Elkin-Koren 

2005) 
● But relies on the decision of the licensor
● an individual person with exclusive control
● comforting 'an author-centric individualism'
● 'implicit adoption of liberal legalism
● rights of individuals over the claims of any social group' (Barron, 

2014)



  

Network theory

● Need a systemic way 
● how other rights and duties may be assigned to collectives
● law and artificial intelligence 
● rights of non-humans electronic agents (Teubner, 2006) 

– 'attribute contractual acts'
– 'to this socio-technical ensemble'
– To make it the 'well-acquainted juridical person' 

● intentionality of software agents? (Sartor, 2009)
● It can work: collective insurances  & commons-based mutualisation 



  

 The agency of collectives

● Problem is lack of decisional autonomy
● Concepts of actants and hybrids (Latour, 2004): 

'In hybrids, the participating individual or collective actors are not 

acting for themselves but are acting for the hybrid as an emerging 

unit, the association between human and non-humans'.

So are user communities hybrids?

If they don't know what they are carrying

there is no a common will or common action

so they do not form an association?



  

Joint collective action

● The 'we' of a cyber-community can be found in the Declaration of 
Independence of the Cyberspace (Barlow, 1996)

● not, however, as an aggregation of individuals
● but rather as a whole, as a collective that acts jointly' Lindahl (2013) 
● 'we, each' and 'we, together' Margaret Gilbert 1996
● “pool of wills”  condition of the plural subject
● Does group intention (e.g. user generated wifi) leads to 

collective and distributed responsibility?
● Fragmented contribution to the network will help a political 

dissident, a cybercriminal, a privacy-concerned individual or 
someone downloading music? No way of knowing



  

How to challenge
liberal legalism design

grounded around individualism 

● Law needs to develop metaphors and narratives

– metaphors and social imaginaries  (Mansell, 2012)
● To be able to conceptualise what may be unthinkable

–  empty spaces (Milun, 2011)
● cf public domain (Dusollier 2011) 



  

Collective/alternative thinking in the law

● Define collective forms of ownership, responsibility or liability

– as examples of integration of peer-to-peer
– as a design principle for the law

● Collective rights

– Cooperatives, social center law, anarcho-communism, 
autogestion

– Multitude, complexity, risk
– Buen vivir, pachamama, traditional knowledge and folklore, 

res communis, biodiversity
● Sources of inspiration

– provide metaphores to conceptualise collective persons, rights 
and duties

thanks :)
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